


Before implementing Blackbird, Sintex was
relying on their operators to manually collect
production data that their managers would
compile into Excel spreadsheets for analysis.

A process that is human-error prone,
inefficient, and far too familiar to those of us
in the manufacturing industry. 

Sintex rolled out the Blackbird solution
slowly, at first, installing it on 10 of their
machines. They needed a solution that could
take live data directly from their equipment's
PLC and display it in real time.

Blackbird's IoT functionality and flexible
connectivity options made it the perfect
solution. They have since expanded
Blackbird to 30 of their machines.
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ABOUT SINTEX

Sintex is a medium-sized, high-tech
manufacturer and worldwide supplier of
magnetic systems and powder metal
components, responsible for developing
components used within highly
demanding industries such as automotive,
medical, and renewable energy.
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Just after installing Blackbird, it was an
instant eye- opener for us. We didn’t know
the system would have such positive effects
that quickly... We had many small stops
which were hard to see before Blackbird, but
we realized these stops had a larger effect on
production than the longer stops.”

CASPER LEVORSEN - PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN AT
SINTEX A/S

By simply installing the Blackbird system,
Sintex was able to identify which stop causes
were most urgent, and as a result, they were
able to make quick, fact- based decisions
that led to an increase in efficiency of 5%
within the first week.

Sintex now uses Blackbird across every level
of its organization. From operators who use
Blackbird to register and problem-solve stop
causes, to maintenance technicians that need
historical data for preventative maintenance
measures, to management who rely on
Blackbird's data for setting targets and
tracking progress

APPLICATION AREAS We are currently on a 13-day streak with
92% uptime on one of our lines, which is
crazy to think about, considering how it has
been in the past.”

CASPER LEVORSEN - PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN
AT SINTEX A/S



Armed with accurate, actionable data thanks
to their newly implemented Blackbird
solution, Sintex discovered that, when
accumulated, the impact of their shorter
stops was actually far greater than the impact
of the longer stops they had previously
focused on. They shifted their priorities and
began addressing shorter stop causes
instead, which resulted in a dramatic increase
in uptime within a very short amount of time.

Blackbird is an end-to-end solution that
consists of the Factbird data collection
hardware and the Blackbird Cloud Application. 

You can collect data from anywhere in your
factory and use the built-in analytics to make
your production more efficient and profitable. 

PERFORMANCE IMPACTS In essence, what's Blackbird?

We are very glad to be using the system. It

adds a lot of value to our problem-solving

process. Having the historical data to see how

production progresses adds tremendous

value and management is also very pleased to

be able to track the performance of the

equipment.”

CASPER LEVORSEN - PRODUCTION TECHNICIAN AT
SINTEX A/S
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ADVANCED SECURITY

Data is safely transferred and stored in the
Blackbird Cloud Application, hosted in AWS.
The data center is SSAE 16, SOC2, ISO
27001, and BS25999 certified. 

REAL-TIME MACHINE
MONITORING

With Blackbird set up to monitor production
lines, you get immediate data and actionable
insights that you can use to increase OEE,
monitor downtime causes, or track batches.
Assess performance on the fly with a user-
friendly interface available on desktop and
mobile.

RELIABLE UPTIME

Extensive connectivity through Wifi and 4G/LTE
with a fallback to 3G/2G guarantees uptime
with a constant stream of data. Auto failover
ensures a fallback in case of connectivity loss -
additionally, there is automatic buffering in
case of data connection failure.
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OEE improvement in the 1st year of using Blackbird per vertical

Food and
Beverage

Industrial
Equipment &
Automotives

Pharmaceutical Chemical

+23%
Construction

& Building
Contractor

manufacturing
Plastic,
paper,

packaging

Other

+25% +21% +26% +33%

+26% +38% +22%



TRY OUT BLACKBIRD 
FREE 

FOR 45 DAYS

START YOUR FREE TRIAL

Experience all our features for free - live performance
monitoring, dashboards, stop cause analysis, and more. 

 
No payment or signature required. 

 
Just set up a sensor and start using our application on any

device.
 

https://signup.blackbird.online/free-trial

